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Many efforts to understand sprays have focused upon studying isolated droplets. Information gained from these studies is often not
directly transferable to spray situations. However, isolated-droplet studies are useful in that they allow certain phenomena to be studied under
well-controlled and simplified conditions. When theory and experiment agree for simplified situations, predictions for more complex cases
(where accurate experimental data may not exist) may be made with more confidence. Though small droplets ate of practical concern (e.g., <
50 I.tm as found in some =pray systems), it is difficult to perform detailed experiments with them. This is because small droplets are difficult to
deploy and ignite without significant perturbations, and they may be difficult to resolve photographically. Hence, most detailed investigations
into single-droplet combustion have focused upon larger droplets which are easily observed. In this program, reduced-l;ravity combustion

behaviors of miscible binary droplets initially about 1 mm in diameter ate studied. Gravity levels significantly less than 10 "'_ g's are required to
render buoyancy negligible for these size droplets.

In practice, liquid fuels are usually muhicomponent. It is important to understand the vaporization mechanisms of muiticomponent fuels,
especially the rates that fuel components with differing properties are vaporized from the liquid phase. This is because gas-phase phenomena
depend on the components that have been vaporized, while iiqnid-phase phenomena depend on the components remaining in the liquid. The
simplest multicomponcnt fuels are (arguably) binary and miscible. When there is a significant volatility difference between droplet

components, binary droplets may exhibit a three-stage combustion history where two periods of nearly d2-1aw combustion (where the square
of the droplet diameter decreases linearly with time) are separated by an intermediate period where vaporization rates are low and flame
diameters decrease significantly. These behaviors are thought to be a result of a sudden buildup of the iower-volatillty component at the

droplet surface 1,2, necessitating a sudden increase in the droplet surface temperature. During the first period of d2-1aw vaporization, most of

the fuel being vaporized is the higher-volatility component, while during the second d2-1aw vaporization period, if liquid-phase _._cies
diffusivities are sufficiently small, both liquid components are vaporized at rates nearly proportional to their average liquid mass fractions . As

the droplet surface temperature increases, the droplet interior may be healed above temperatures required for bubble nucleation and growth in

regions rich in high-volatility species that are present as a result of chemical stratification in the liquid i'_. As a result, a bubble may grow and
fragment a droplet (the droplet may experience a "disruption" or "micresxpiosion').

Scientific Objectives

This research focuses on the combustion of binary miscible droplets initially in the mm size range. Experiments are performed using the
NASA Lewis 2.2 sec drop tower in Cleveland, Ohio, where mixtures of aikanes and/or alcohols are studied. The fuel components are selected
to have significantly different volatilities. Initial oxygen mole fractions from about 0.15 - 0.5 and initial pressures from 0.3 - 2 aim are
employed. Different incrts ate used (He, CO2, At, N2) to change burning rates and sooting behaviors. Objectives are to observe the following:

Transient droplet diameters (including three-staged combustion behaviors and microexplo_ion).
Transient flame behaviors (sudden flame contraction, luminosity, extinction).
Behaviors of observable soot particles.

Theoretical and computational research in support of this program has also been undertaken. This research includes:

Analytical studies to determine the effecu of small but nonzero gravitational levels on droplet gasification.
Analytical studies of hydrodynamic stability of spherically-symmetrical droplet gasification (to address the question as to whether

spherically-symmetrical droplet gasification may be destabilized from capillary, i.e., Marangoni effects).
Computational modeling of effects of capillary stresses on droplet gasification.

Significance

The reduced gravity experiments should yield insight into the efficiency of ilquid-phase species diffusion, since this diffusion may
markedly influence combustion behaviors (e.g., three-staged combustion behaviors). By noting times for flame contraction to occur,

calculations for effective iiquid-phnse species diffusivities may be made (e.g., with asymptotic or with numerical models). Finally, unique
sooting behaviors may appear since gas-phase compositions may differ significantly initially (e.g., by varying diluents and oxygen
concentrations) as well as during an experiment (from variations in the compostuon of fuel gasifying from a droplet). Differences in sooting
may be observable photographically by noting behaviors of apparent flame luminosities and soot particles large enough to be observed.

The theoretical and computational efforts will aid interpretation of the reduced-gravity experiments as well as improve understanding of
fundamental phenomena (e.g., capillary stresses and buoyancy effects).
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Experimental Approach
The reduced-gravity experiments are performed using the NASA Lewis 2.2 sec Drop Tower. A new drop rig was built for this purpose.

The electronics on the apparatus, except for some modifications, were based on the design of an existing NASA apparatus which is described

elsewhere 4. The mechanical design is new, though it is based on knowledge and experience accumulated at NASA. A ceramic fiber (- 12

p.m) is sometimes used to stabilize droplets; concepts for the fiber were obtained from Dr. D. Dietrich 5. In an experiment, a droplet is grown

(in a pressure chamber) between two opposed hypodermic needles. The needles are retracted simultaneously in opposite directions, leaving
the droplet essentially at the location where it was grown. The deployment induces oscillations in the droplet shape at a frequency higher than
370 Hz (the nine camera framing rate). These oscillations damp early in the combustion history. The droplet is ignited usnng two
symmetrically-placed ignition sparks (= 100 mJ each). The spark electrodes are retracted after ignition, and droplet and flame behavnors are
observed photographically using two ccd video cameras (for real-time observations) and two 16 mm cine cameras. Orthogonal views are
taken; one hacklit view is a close-up of the droplet while the other shows the flame (no backlight), in most experiments a ceramic fiber was
used which held droplets nearly motionless and even if there was a drift along the fiber it was very small (,- 0.1 ram/s) and insignificant in
terms of possible residual convection. Experiments that did not use a fiber typically had a droplet drift velocity (up to several mn'ds).

A Sun workstation-based digital image processing system was developed for analysis of cine films and ccd images from drop tower

experiments. Basic concepts for this _,stem were obtained from the literature 6. Software for the Sun-based system was developed with the
assistance of Virtual Visions Software'.

Experimental Results
During the summer of 1992, exploratory experiments with heptane/hexadecane mixture droplets were performed at the NASA Lewis

Research Center 2.2 sec drop tower. An existing droplet combustion apparatus 4 available at NASA Lewis was used for these experiments.
Experiments were attempted both with and without a ceramic support fiber (- 10 gtm diameter) being present. The ceramic fiber was utilized

to prevent significant droplet drift after deployment.. Results from these preliminary experiments have been reported elsewhere 8.
In Fall 1994 and Winter 1995, a large number of experiments were performed at NASA Lewis with the new drop apparatus. Because of

time limitations, we have not been able to analyze all of the films in time for this workshop. We are presently in the process of reviewing the
experiments, though we do have some detailed results and a number of general observations regarding 35 of the 133 successful experiments
(out of 203 total experiments that were performed). The high success rate is due to the fact that the support fiber was used in many of the
experiments. Results and observations are listed below.

Fuel Mixtures

The experimental program covered a wide range of parameters. Two main groups of fuels were studied - alkanes and alcohols. Within
the alkanes, mixtures of heptanedhexadecane ranging from pure heptane through 95, 80 70, and 60% heptane (by mass) were investigated the
most. Other mixtures studied also consisted of pentane and dodecane mixed with mainly heptane at various ratios. The alcohols studied were
methanol and ethanol mixed with l-dodecanol in proportions which were much the same as for the hydrocarbons. A few exploratory
experiments were also performed with mixtures of heptanedmethanol, heptanedethanol, and heptanedhexadecaneddodecanol. These tests have
not yet been reviewed though one observation regarding a mixture of heptanedmethanol at proportions of 80/2,0% shows two burning regimes
with regard to sooting; in the first burning period of time the droplet is sooting and it is non-sooting the second period.

More complex mixtures involving three liquid-phase components initially in a droplet were investigated as well. The components were
selected to have significantly different volatilities with the hope that two flame contractions could be observed during the combustion of a
single droplet. In at least one experiment it appears that a double contraction does occur. Finally, several mixtures of heptane/hexadecane and

penzanedheptane where the low volatility fuel was in excess were investigated and it was observed that flame contractions occurred. This may

be due to sooting effects 9.

Gas Mixtures

A large range of dihients (in addition to atmospheric air), consisting of N 2. CO 2. He and At were used in different mixtures and at

different ratios ranging from 5 to 70% of diluent. The gas mixtures were composed mainly of 02 and one of the diluems but some experiments

were conducted with combinations of diluents. The primary reason that He was originally selected was to increase the burning rate in order to
burn droplets to completion for droplets as large as possible. It turned out that He in addition strongly inhibited sooting as well as the likelihood
of achieving micronxplosions. Adding He also increased the brightness of the blue reaction zone. Some of these observations are discussed in

the following paragraphs. CO 2 was used to observe its effect on sooting behavior; it was found that replacing N 2 with CO 2 reduced sooting.

This effect has been reported in the fiterature for droplets burning in normal gravity 10. It was also fonnd that replacing N2 with At increased

sooting, though experiments with Ar have yet to be fully analyzed. An attempt was made to determine a sooting threshold (based on visual

observations) for Ar and N 2 when these species are added to a basically non-sooting mixture consisting of 02 and He. The He or N2

concentrations were varied systematically in order to observe changes in sooting behavior. These tests have not been yet fully analyzed but it
appears that such a threshold does exist.

02 concentrations were varied from 15 to 50% (molar) to study the effect on burning rates and sooting. At atmospheric pressure, it was

found that even with He as a diluent (which strongly inhibited sooting), raising the oxygen concentration above 35-40% woduced considerable
sooting. Behaviors in subatmospheric pressures were different and will be briefly discussed later.

Initia I Diameter Effects

In the experiments conducted, efforts were made to provide data for droplets with different initial diameters. The largest droplets
investigated were initially about 1.8 nun in diameter while the smallest ones were initially about 0.5 mm in diameter. A full analysis of the

effects of initial droplet diameter on combustion histories has not yet been completed, though some initial observations can be presented.
Generally, it was found that increasing the initial droplet diameter increased the amount of visible soot. In addition, the largest droplet
investigated appears to have an abnormally-low burning rate (see Fig. (!)) compared to initially-smaller droplets with the same initial
composition burning in the same atmospheres. Because of free-fall time limitations, the largest droplet shown in Fig. (1) could not burn to
completion, so it cannot be ascertained whether the burning rate for this droplet would increase at later times in its combustion history.

Most experiments to date have been conducted at atmospheric pressure. However. some exploratory experiments were performed with
pries as low as 0.3 atm (abs) and as high as 3 atm (abs). We have not analyzed this data yet. and only general observations can be offered
at this time. For example, mixtures of heptane./hexadecane which were heavily sooting at 1 arm did not visibly soot at subatmospheric pressure
for the same gas composition. Vacuum also appreciably reduced burning rates and as such maser of the experiments were conducted in an

atmosphere consisting of O2/He at a ratio of 50/50%; however, some experiments used air. Reducing the pressure also has the effect of

making it possible to observe the blue flame zone in air for the entire burning history. Because of the brightness of soot radiation, this was not
possible at 1 arm.
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The tests in high pressure were performed in O2/He environments. One definite observation that can be offered at this time is that

increasing the pressure significantly increases sooting for hydrocarbon droplets (relative to latm, with the same initial droplet diameters and
gas-phase compositions).

Visible Soot Dynamics

Heptane/hexadecane mixture droplets burning in air were highly sooting except during the flame contraction. In O2/He atmospheres,
droplets typically were sooting only for an in;tie] period of time after which the soot appeared to disappear, possibly because of decreased fuel
residence times.

In HedO 2 environments, the blue flame zone could be observed to fie outside a yellow zone corresponding to radiant soot emissions for

the entire combustion history (Fig. (2)). Interestingly, the radius of the yellow zone did not always correspond closely to the radius of the blue
zone. In many of the O.2/He experiments, the yellow zone contracted slowly and typically disappeared, while the blue zone remained at about

the same diameter until it also contracted, but only for a short time, after which it grew again. The contraction of the blue zone is most likely
related to droplet heating effects caused by a sudden increase in the surface hexadecane mass fraction of the droplet. Data showing these
behaviors are shown in Fig. (3), while data for the droplet diameter for this experiment are shown in Fig. (4). The disappearance of the yellow
zone may be related to decreased fuel residence times inside the flame, since the droplet is continuously decreasing in size. This behavior
nee, ds to be explored, further, however.

Soo¢ "shells" (i.e., high concentrations of soot that form a dark ring between the droplet and the flame that is visible in photographs, see
Fig. (5)) were observed in numerous tests with heptane./hexadeeaue fuel mixtures, though never when O2/He mixtures were used, even though

soot was present as evidenced by the yellow colors in the flame photographs. Sometimes more than one soot shell co-existed (concentrically)
for a certain period of time, as shown in Fig. (5). These soot shells would slowly merge into a single shell. Soot shells were no_ present when

He alone was used as a diluent, though they were almost always present when N 2 or CO 2 were used as diluents above 0.4 atm (even in

combination with He). When (yellow) flame contractions were observed, the soot shells also were observed to contract at the same times (Fig.
(6). The soot shell contraction in many instances ends by what appears to be absorption of soot into the liquid phase, though a soot shell may
sometimes reappear (Fig. (6)); see Fig. (7) for the droplet diameter history for this experiment.

Blue Flame Zones

In air with various mixtures of heptane/hexadecane ranging from 95/5 to 60/40% (by mass) respectively one can observe the following
type of behavior from the flame-view images: for apwoximately 0.04 - 0.06 seconds after ignition, a blue circular flame is visible after which

soot starts to form inside this blue region and eventually the blue flame is no longer visible due to high light intensity soot radiation (though at
0.4 arm or lower, sooting is significantly reduced which allows observation of the blue flame zone throughout the combustion history, as noted
above). In an atmosphere consisting of O'2-He 30/70% (molar) respectively with the same type of liquid fuel mixtures the blue flame sheet is

visible throughout the entire test even when soot is formed inside the region between the droplet and the flame. The flame "sheet" actually has

a finite visible thickness, and is at least as thick the droplet diameter (at least in O'2-lie environments). A minor change in the O2-He
proportion to 35/65% causes the blue flame sheet to not to be visible for most of the test even though the brightness of the luminous zone
appears to be very similar. With mixtures of alcohols (methanol/l-dodecanol or ethanol/l-dodecanol) in atmospheric air the blue flame is not
visible at all in the color photographs except for a short time after ignition.

Droplet Micrcex_losion

Microexpiosions occurred quite frequently in the various tests and even though a detailed analysis of this aspect has not yet been

performed the following general observations can be made: (1) in most cases where the environment was composed of O'2-lie the likelihood
of microoxplosive events for the saane liquid fuel, pressure and droplet diameter was less dmn when compared to air which suggests that lie

might inhibit this phenomenon; (2) in a large number of tests (among those thaL were viewed) the microexplosions did not shatter the droplets,
and in most cases the droplets regained spherical shapes, though some fuel was lost during the process and the droplet diameter sometimes
decreased sharply; (3) in a number of tests, there were several microcxplosions after the first one, and droplets sometimes were observed to

trap gas bubbles during the microexplosiou event; (4) microexplosions frequently occurred after flame contractions (this behavior has also
been observed in previous experiments 11,12,13).

Flame Contraction Analvsi_

The onset of flame contraction (i.e., where the flame rapidly decreases in size) is experimentally a rather abrupt event (Figs. (3), (7), (8) and

(9)) that can be compared with theoretical predictions. Shown in Fig. (9) are comparisons of flame-contraction predictions of an asymptotic

theot72 with the experimental results that have been reduced to date. The ratio Vc/V 0 is the ratio of the droplet volume at the onset of flame

contraction to the initial droplet volume. The solid lines are plots of the equation Vc/V 0 = Y/[Y + 3_(1 - Y)] where g -- 8D/K is a small

parameter of expansion (D is the liquid species diffusivity and K is the burning-rate constant based on droplet diameter) and Y is the initial
hexadeeane mass fraction. The open and closed triangles and the open circles are data points. The experimental values of V 0 used in this

graph were increased by a value of 10% to approximately account for swelling which will occur when the droplets are heated after ignition.
Typical ¢ values expected are in the range 0.01 - 0.1, and these values evidently are applicable in Fig. (9). It is noted that similar comparisons
of experiment and theocy have been published for heptane/hexadecane droplets that were burned in reduced-gravity at supercritical pressures

though for a limited range of gas-phase compositionsl3; we will compare our results with these data shortly.

Detailed analysis of data from two experiments showed that extinction appears to have occurred; other experiments, which have not yet
been fully analyzed, show indications of extinction as well. The extinction diameter measured in one experiment was found to be about 125
gm for a droplet which was initially about 1.1 mm in diameter. This droplet was composed of hepcane/hexadeeane (10% hexadecane initially
by mass) and burned in an O'2/He environment (70% He molar) at 1 atm. The extinction diameter measured in the other experiment was about

75 pm for a droplet which was initially about 0.91 mm in diameter. This droplet was composed of heptane/hexadecane (20% hexadeeane
initially by mass) and burned in an O2/lie environment (50% He molar) at 1 arm. The 12 ttm fiber was used to support both droplets. It is noted

that extinction has previously been observed for binary mixtures of alcohols burning in air under reduced-gravity conditions 12.

Red Flame,s

The side-view photos occasionally showed reddish coloring for the flames. An example of Lhis behavior is shown in Fig. (10). which

actually shows flames associated with two small droplets that were ejected during the microcxplosion of a larger parent droplet, in the photo,
the flame of one of the small droplets appears to be red (initially it was blue, though this is not shown. The film record shows that the other blue
flame will eventually turn red as well. An explanation for this behavior is not available at present.

Analytical Approaches And Results

To aid interpretation of experimental efforts, analytical studies of the behaviors of gasifying droplets in reduced-gravity environments
have been performed. These efforts focused on studying: (1) effects of small gravitational levels on droplet vaporization/combustion: and (2)
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hydrodynamic stability of spherically-symmetric vaporization/combustion of two-component droplets. Each effort to date has considered
evaporating droplets; combustion will be considered later.

In the gravity-level research, a mathematical model taking into account small (and constant) gravitational levels is developed for

vaporization of an isolated liquid droplet suspended in a stagnant atmosphere. A goal of the analysis was to determine how small gravitational
levels affect droplet gasification characteristics. Attention is focused upon determining the effects on gas-phase phenomena. The conservation

equations (including viscous effects) were normalized and nondirnensionalized` and a small parameter that accounts tot me etxects ox gravity
identified. This parameter is a Richardson number based on the gravitational acceleration, the droplet radius, and a characteristic gas-phase
velocity at the droplet surface. Asymptoticanalyses were developed in terms of this parameter,, and.different spatial r.egions were identified.
Near a droplet, gravitational effects are negligible in the first approximation, and the flowfield _s spnencany symmemc to the teanJng oraer.
Analysis shows, however, that outer zones exist where gravitational effects cannot be neglected; it is expected that a stagnation point will be
present in an outer zone that is not present when gravity is totally absent. The leading-order and higher-order differential equations for each

zone are derived and solved 14. Sketches of predicted flow'fields are shown in Figs. 11 and 12.
The stability analyses have addressed the problem of hydrodynamic stability of a two-component droplet undergoing sphericall.y-

symmetrical gasification. The problem is formulated as a linear stability analysis, with a focus of predicting when spherically-symmetric
droplet gasification can be expected to be hydrodynamically unstable from surface-tension gradients acting along the surface of a droplet. The
conservation equations 0acluding viscous effects) for the gas and liquid phases were perturbed, and the perturbation equations were simplified

and solved 15. Dro_et components were assumed to have characteristic liquid species diffusion times that are large relative to characteristic
droplet surface regression times. It was initially found that for the conditions assumed (quasisteady gas phase, no init!a! droplet temperature
gradients, diffusion-dominated gasification, appreciable initial concentrations of both components in the droplet, negligible gravity), surface
tension gradients should not influence stability characteristics in the limit of vanishingly-small liquid species diffusivifi.es. Further analyses
(which have not yet been published) have shown, however, that spherically-symmetrical gasifi.ca, tio.n may be hyd.rodynanu.ca.l!y unstaute unoer
conditions that are representative of reduced-gravity droplet gasification experiments when hquld-phase specses thffuslvmes are smart out
nonzero. A neutral stability criterion has subsequently been derived for droplet evaporation. Analysis of this result is underway.

Computational Approach And Results
Detailed computational modeling (in collaboration with H. A. Dwyer) has focused upon predic.ting the effects of capillary flows (from

droplet surface temperature and/or composition gradients) on droplet vaporization. Briefly, tl)e g.overmng equations are cast in a finite-volume
form, and solved numerically for transient liquid- and gas.phase variables. Variable propemes In both the liquid and gas phases are allowed.
Calculations are performed using the Sun workstation also used for image processing. Modeling of single-component droplet vaporization in a
hot environment has clearly shown that surface-tension gradients dramatically influence droplet v.aponzation and internal circulation
behaviors under conditions that are representative of slowly-drifting droplets in reduced-gravity experiments as well as rapidly-translating

droplets in practical high-pressure sprays 16'17'18.

Future Plans
The UC Davis drop rig will be modified to so that pressures substantially below 1 atm may be investigated, we presently have problems

forming droplets at low pressures, leading to a low experiment success rate. Once this modification is completed, experiments will be
performed with binary mixtures of aikanes and/or alcohols in various gas mixtures. By comparing the data obtained with the previously-
obtained higher-pressure data, we hope to obtain information on the effects oK so_ing on drol?let .combustion phenomena (e.g... onset tim.es f%
flame contraction). We also plan to investigate use of At" as a diluent more extensively, since it will Iz_e,y change me sooUng cnaractensues ol
the droplets. The computational model will be extended to combustion of two-component miscible droplets, for which surface-tension gradient
effects are expected to be especially significant. In addition, the gravity-level and hydrodynamic-stability analyses will be extended to include

ges-phase chemical reactions (combustion).
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Fig. 2 Flame image of a heptanelhexadecane mixture droplet 
(initial hexadeeane mass fraction of 0.1) burning in an 
OZ/He environment (30% 0 2  molar) at 1 atm. 
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Rg.9 Comparison of theory and experiment for the droplet 
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Droplet and f lame diameter histories for a 
hepl.nchexadec;me mixture droplet (initial hexdecane 
mass -on of 0.05) burning in air .t 1 atm. 

Fig. IO Photo showing the red and blue flames for small droplets 
e' aed from a larger droplet during a microexplosion. 
X e  'larger droplet was initially composed of 
heptroe/hexadecaoe (initial1 10% hexadecane by mass). 
n e  environment is Q / N ~  (Jw 02 molar). 
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Fig. 11 Qualitative sketch of the flowfield near a gasifying Fig. 12 Qualitative sketch of the flowfield far from a gasifying 
droplet droplet. 
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